
 

Virtual ACCESS Scoring system for abstracts   

There are 5 scoring sections and 1 deduction section with a total available score of 13: 4 sections 
with a maximum score of 2 and 1 with a maximum score of 5.  

Each abstract will be reviewed by at least 2 reviewers, with a combined score out of 26 given.  

System adapted from an American emergency physician publication: PMID: 26265966 

Clarity of objective  

2 Well thought out and clear study objective that is testable  
 1 The stated objectives were poorly chosen, or stated hypothesis was difficult to test 
 0 No clear objectives or hypothesis, or not relevant to chosen speciality   
         
Choice of Approach  

2 Chosen study design was the best feasible method for testing the stated objective 
1 Chosen study design was sub-optimal but did test the stated hypothesis/objective 

 0 Design did not test stated hypothesis/objectives     
           
Validity   

2 Well-controlled, well protected from bias and presented clearly    
 1 Protection against bias, experimental control and presentation satisfactory   
 0 Poorly controlled and vulnerable to bias      
       
Accessibility  

2 This topic is relevant to every surgeon/trainee in this specialty 
1 This is a relevant topic that is of interest to most surgeons/trainees 
0 This topic is only of interest to the small group of people who study it or lacks 

relevance to specialty        
      

Relevance to current trends in specified specialty 

5 This topic is relevant to current trends and is innovative or interesting  
3 The topic is somewhat relevant to current trends and is innovative or interesting  
1 The topic is somewhat relevant to current trends but lacks innovation or interest 
0 There is no relevance to current trends in specified specialty  

 

Deductions for word count (200 limit, do not include title in word count) 

 -2 201-210 or not using correct headings (objective, methods, results, conclusions) 
 -3 211-220 
 -5 221+ 
        

 

 

 


